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Satisfactory Findings:

1. Activities of uranium sorption experiment A-II-2 were reviewed. The P.I. had
prepared a description of the experiment to communicate to the lab technicians,
which was transcribed into Scientific Notebook # 26 (GC-05), starting on page
211. These entries provided detailed objectives, equipment and supplies, and
methods for performing the set of experiments. Reagent lot numbers were also
documented in the initial entries.

2. Eye-droppers for adjusting solution pH were calibrated (number of drops per
5 ml) and identified. This was done so that the amount of adjustment from the
modeled predicted amount could be tracked.

3. Polarographic measurements were performed using the Differential Pulse
Stripping method described in the instrument manual. Specific parameter values
were determined experimentally, and were also documented in the Scientific
Notebook.

4. All geochemistry related Scientific Notebook entries are being made into the
same notebook, so the notebook has a chronological listing of many activities,
rather than being segregated into individual activities. To review this one
experiment, the P.I. copied pages from the notebook having experiment A-II-2
entries, and collated the pages. If possible (in later notebooks), individual
experiments should be placed in separate sections of a notebook.

5. Initial and in-process entries provided all required information. Once
entries for this experiment were extracted and collated, the sequence of events
and their results were easy to follow.

Recommendations:

1. Buffer solutions for pH calibrations are maintained in a water bath for
temperature control in bottles different from their original. The new bottle are
labeled with the date of placement in the water bath, but should also have their
lot number. In addition, buffer lot numbers should be recorded in the Scientific
Notebook when paced in the water bath.

2. Uranium standards for calibrating the polarograph should be identified by lot
numbers whenever used, or reference to the Scientific Notebook entry describing
their preparation (and lot number) should be made whenever the standards are
used.

3. The Scientific Notebook initial entries documenting the polarographic method
used should provide a specific reference to the instrument manual for a full
description of the method.


